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CHAPTER 2

COURTS AND ALTERNATIVE
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

ANSWER TO CRITICAL ANALYSIS
QUESTION IN THE FEATURE

INSIGHT INTO E T H I C S— C RITICAL THINKING—INSIGHT INTO THE SOCIAL
ENVIRONMENT (PAGE 39)
If wealthier individuals increasingly use private judges, how will our justice
system be affected in the long run?  The government’s judicial system may become
more focused on other proceedings—criminal trials, for example, or civil appellate mat-
ters—rather than civil trials.  The private justice system may exist largely to serve the
interests of those who pay for it (because the arbitrators, for example, may attempt to
rule in favor of those who pay for the arbitrators’ efforts).

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
AT THE ENDS OF THE CASES

CASE 2.1—(PAGE 33)
WHAT IF THE FACTS WERE DIFFERENT?
If Mastondrea had not seen Libgo and Allegro’s ad, but had bought a Royal
Hideaway vacation package on the recommendation of a Liberty travel agent,
is it likely that the result in this case would have been different? Why or why
not? It is not likely that the court would have concluded there was no personal jurisdic-
tion in this case on the basis of the facts stated in the question. It was the defendant ho-
tel’s minimum contacts with the state, and its expectations flowing from those contacts,
that served as the basis for the court’s assertion of jurisdiction. Those contacts included
marketing activities, which were part of the arrangements with Libgo and Liberty.
Whether Mastondrea acted in response to an ad placed by Libgo or a verbal suggestion
made by a Liberty agent would not seem significant.

THE GLOBAL DIMENSION
What do the circumstances and the holding in this case suggest to a business
firm that actively attempts to attract customers in a variety of jurisdictions?
This situation and the ruling in this case indicate that a business firm actively attempt-
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ing soliciting business in a jurisdiction should be prepared to appear in its courts. This
principle likely covers any jurisdiction and reaches any business conducted in any
manner.

CASE 2.2—(PAGE 45)
THE ETHICAL DIMENSION
Does the holding in this case permit a court to enforce an arbitration agree-
ment in a contract that the arbitrator later finds to be void? Is this fair? Why
or why not? The holding in the Buckeye case allows a court to enforce an arbitration
agreement in a contract that the arbitrator later finds to be void. This may seem unfair
at first but, in the words of the Court, “it is equally true that respondents’ approach
permits a court to deny effect to an arbitration provision in a contract that the court
later finds to be perfectly enforceable.” This is why the Court ruled that arbitration pro-
visions are separately enforceable.

THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT DIMENSION
As indicated in the parties’ arguments and the Court’s reasoning in this case,
into what categories can contracts be classified, with respect to their enforce-
ability? Initially, the plaintiffs contend that the agreement with the defendant is
“criminal on its face” because a certain provision violates a state statute, in which cir-
cumstance it would be unenforceable. On appeal, the plaintiffs claim that the contract is
void (no contract at all) because of the provision’s asserted illegality. The Court rules on
the question of whom, under a particular federal statute, may determine whether the
contract in this case is valid  (enforceable because it meets all of the requirements of a
contract). The Court points out that a contract may be also be voidable (valid but avoid-
able at the option of one or both of the parties).

CASE 2.3—(PAGE 47)
1A. On what argument did Morrison base her appeal of the court’s order to
arbitrate her employment-discrimination claims? Morrison appealed to the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, arguing in part that the cost-splitting provision
in Circuit City’s arbitration agreement was unenforceable.

2A. Why did the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit hold in
Morrison’s case that the arbitration agreement’s cost-splitting provision was
unenforceable? The court held that the cost-splitting provision was unenforceable be-
cause, regardless of an individual employee’s ability to pay the costs, the provision
would deter “similarly situated individuals” from exercising their rights.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THE REVIEWING FEATURE
AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER

1A. Federal jurisdiction
The federal district court exercises jurisdiction because the case involves diversity of
citizenship. Diversity jurisdiction requires that the plaintiff and defendant be from dif-
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ferent jurisdictions and that the dollar amount of the controversy exceed $75,000. Here,
Garner resides in Illinois, and Foreman and his manager live in Texas. Because the dis-
pute involved the promotion of boxing matches with George Foreman, the amount in
controversy exceeded $75,000.

2A. Original or appellate jurisdiction
Original jurisdiction, because the case was initiated in that court and that is where the
trial will take place. Courts having original jurisdiction are courts of the first instance,
or trial courts—that is courts in which lawsuits begin and trials take place.  In the fed-
eral court system, the district courts are the trial courts, so the federal district court
has original jurisdiction.

3A. Jurisdiction in Illinois
No, because the defendants lacked minimum contacts with the state of Illinois. Because
the defendants were from another state, the court would have to determine if they had
sufficient contacts with the state for the Illinois court to exercise jurisdiction based on a
long arm statute. Here, the defendants never went to Illinois, and the contract was not
formed in Illinois. Thus, it is unlikely that an Illinois state court would find sufficient
minimum contacts to exercise jurisdiction.

4A. Jurisdiction in Nevada
Yes, because the defendants met with Garner and formed a contract in the state of
Nevada. A state can exercise jurisdiction over out-of-state defendants under a long arm
statute if defendants had sufficient contacts with the state. Because the parties met
Garner and negotiated the contract in Nevada, a court would likely hold these activities
were sufficient to justify a Nevada court’s exercising personal jurisdiction.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS AND CASE PROBLEMS
AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER

2-1A.  (Chapter 2—Pages 43–45)
An arbitrator’s decision has the binding force of law only because the two parties in an
arbitration proceeding agree (contract) to be legally bound by the arbitrator’s decision.
The success of arbitration, and its status as an alternative to court settlement of dis-
putes, rests on this underlying agreement between the parties to be bound by the re-
sults.  If a person feels that an arbitrator’s opinion is unjust, that person may appeal the
dispute to a court.  Courts, however, are very reluctant to judge the validity of an arbi-
trator’s decision, which is regarded as final in all cases except where serious misconduct
or corruption can be proved.

2-2A. QUESTION WITH SAMPLE ANSWER
Trial courts, as explained in the text, are responsible for settling “questions of fact.”
Often, when parties bring a case to court there is a dispute as to what actually hap-
pened.  Different witnesses have different versions of what they saw or heard, and there
may be only indirect evidence of certain issues in dispute.  During the trial, the judge
and the jury (if it is a jury trial) listen to the witnesses and view the evidence firsthand.
Thus, the trial court is in the best position to assess the credibility (truthfulness) of the
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witnesses and determine the weight that should be given to various items of evidence.
At the end of the trial, the judge and the jury (if it is a jury trial) decide what will be
considered facts for the purposes of the case.  Trial courts are best suited to this job, as
they have the opportunity to observe the witnesses and evidence, and they regularly de-
termine the reliability of certain evidence.  Appellate courts, in contrast, see only the
written record of the trial court proceedings and cannot evaluate the credibility of wit-
nesses and the persuasiveness of evidence. For these reasons, appellate courts nearly
always defer to trial courts’ findings of fact. An appellate court can reverse a lower
court’s findings of fact, however, when so little evidence was presented at trial that no
reasonable person could have reached the conclusion that the judge or jury reached.

2-3A.  (Chapter 2— Pages 38–39 & 40–41)
Using videotapes as official trial reports would give appellate judges an overview of pro-
ceedings previously limited to trial judges.  This could alter the appellate process by
making it easier for an appellate judge to consider the credibility of witnesses and to
rule on other matters that are generally considered the province of a trial judge because
of his or her presence at the proceedings.  This could mean, however, that some unspo-
ken factors—the appearance of a witness, the demeanor of a defendant or a plaintiff, the
conduct of an attorney, the reactions of a jury, and so on—could influence appellate
judges.  But videotapes can be deceptive.  For this reason, even if video is put into wide
use, appellate courts may limit their consideration of the tapes of trial proceedings to the
purposes for which printed trial transcripts are used currently.

2-4A.  (Chapter 2—Pages 31–34)
Marya can bring suit in all three courts.  The trucking firm did business in Florida, and
the accident occurred there.  Thus, the state of Florida would have jurisdiction over the
defendant.  Because the firm was headquartered in Georgia and had its principal place
of business in that state, Marya could also sue in a Georgia court.  Finally, because the
amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, the suit could be brought in federal court on the
basis of diversity of citizenship.

2-5A. E-Jurisdiction
(Chapter 2—Pages 34–35)

The court denied Boyer’s motion to dismiss the complaint for lack of personal jurisdic-
tion. “[T]he likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be constitutionally exercised [in the
context of Internet activities] is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of com-
mercial activity that an entity conducts over the Internet.” Boyer “posted Internet mes-
sages on the Yahoo bulletin board, which included negative information regarding
ABFI.” He “also sent an e-mail to ABFI’s independent auditors, accusing ABFI of
‘fraudulent accounting practices’ and ‘borderline criminal conduct’ ... with the under-
standing that the independent auditors were situated in Pennsylvania.” Also, the court
held that the e-mail fell under the state’s long-arm statute, which, like other states’
long-arm statutes, permits the exercise of jurisdiction “where an act or omission outside
the Commonwealth [Pennsylvania] causes harm or tortious injury inside the Common-
wealth.” Finally, the court reasoned that “its exercise of jurisdiction over Defendant
Boyer would not necessarily violate traditional notions of fair play and substantial jus-
tice. It is true that as a non-resident individual, Boyer will be burdened in being forced
to defend himself in Pennsylvania. However, his conduct appears to be directed towards
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Pennsylvania where Plaintiff is located and where Plaintiff’s auditors are located. Plain-
tiff’s interest in adjudicating its dispute and vindicating its reputation in Pennsylvania
appears to be self-evident. ... In addition, it does seem reasonable and fair to require
Boyer to conduct his defense in Pennsylvania since that is where he sent the negative e-
mail.”

2-6A. Arbitration
(Chapter 2— Pages 43–45)

The court denied Auto Stiegler’s motion. A state intermediate appellate court reversed
this ruling, and Little appealed to the California Supreme Court, which held that the
appeal provision was unenforceable but which also held that the provision could be cut
from the agreement and the agreement could then be enforced. Auto Stiegler argued in
part that the “provision applied evenhandedly to both parties.” The court stated, “[I]f
that is the case, [the defendant fails] to explain adequately the reasons for the $50,000
award threshold. From a plaintiff’s perspective, the decision to resort to arbitral appeal
would be made not according to the amount of the arbitration award but the potential
value of the arbitration claim compared to the costs of the appeal. If the plaintiff and his
or her attorney estimate that the potential value of the claim is substantial, and the ar-
bitrator rules that the plaintiff takes nothing because of its erroneous understanding of
a point of law, then it is rational for the plaintiff to appeal. Thus, the $50,000 threshold
inordinately benefits defendants. Given the fact that Auto Stiegler was the party impos-
ing the arbitration agreement and the $50,000 threshold, it is reasonable to conclude it
imposed the threshold with the knowledge or belief that it would generally be the defen-
dant.” The court acknowledged that “parties may justify an asymmetrical arbitration
agreement when there is a legitimate commercial need,” but added that the “need must
be other than the employer’s desire to maximize its advantage in the arbitration proc-
ess. There is no such justification for the $50,000 threshold. The explanation for the
threshold ... that an award in which there is less than that amount in controversy
would not be worth going through the extra step of appellate arbitral review ... makes
sense only from a defendant’s standpoint and cannot withstand scrutiny.”

2-7A. Jurisdiction
(Chapter 2— Pages 31–34)

The court denied Sharman’s motion to dismiss. The court explained that “fairness con-
sists principally of ensuring that jurisdiction over a person is not exercised absent fair
warning that a particular activity may subject that person to the jurisdiction of a for-
eign sovereign.” Thus, “the touchstone constitutional inquiry is whether the defendant’s
conduct and connection with the forum State are such that he should reasonably an-
ticipate being haled into court there.” In this case, “Sharman provides its KMD software
to millions of users every week .... Sharman has not denied and cannot deny that a
substantial number of its users are California residents, and thus that it is, at a mini-
mum, constructively aware of continuous and substantial commercial interaction with
residents of this forum. Further, Sharman is well aware that California is the heart of
the entertainment industry, and that the brunt of the injuries described ... is likely to
be felt here. It is hard to imagine on these bases alone that Sharman would not reasona-
bly anticipate being haled into court in California. However, jurisdiction is reasonable
for an important added reason: Sharman’s effective predecessor, Kazaa BV, was engaged
in this very litigation when Sharman was formed. ... Because Sharman has succeeded
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Kazaa BV in virtually every aspect of its business, Sharman reasonably should have
anticipated being required to succeed Kazaa BV in this litigation as well. If Sharman
wished to structure its primary conduct with some minimum assurance that it would
not be haled into court in this forum, it simply could have avoided taking over the busi-
ness of a company already enmeshed in litigation here.”

2-8A. CASE PROBLEM WITH SAMPLE ANSWER
This problem concerns standing to sue.  As you read in the chapter, to have standing to
sue, a party must have a legally protected, tangible interest at stake.  The party must
show that he or she has been injured, or is likely to be injured, by the actions of the
party that he or she seeks to sue.  In this case, the issue is whether the Covingtons had
been injured, or were likely to be injured, by the county’s landfill operations.  Clearly,
one could argue that the injuries that the Covingtons complained of directly resulted
from the county’s violations of environmental laws while operating the landfill.  The
Covingtons lived directly across from the landfill, and they were experiencing the spe-
cific types of harms  (fires, scavenger problems, groundwater contamination) that those
laws were enacted to address.  Indeed, this was the conclusion reached by the appellate
court in this case.  While the trial court found that the Covingtons lacked standing to
sue, when the plaintiffs appealed to U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, that
court found that the Covingtons did have standing to assert their claims.  The appellate
court remanded (sent back) the case to the lower court for a trial.

2-9A. Jurisdiction
(Chapter 2— Pages 31–34)

The court found that the defendants’ contacts with Illinois were sufficient to establish
personal jurisdiction. The court set out the “sliding scale” standard for exercising juris-
diction over parties whose sole contact with a jurisdiction is over the Web. In this case,
among other things, the “[d]efendants maintain websites that fall into the middle
ground of the ... ‘sliding scale’ [standard]. These Sites allow visitors to post messages
(to which Defendants sometimes respond), purchase books, and make donations.” The
court concluded that “[t]hese Sites are a far cry from passive websites.” Their “level of
interactivity is enough ... for the court to exercise jurisdiction over Defendants.” The
court also pointed out that “[d]efendants’ Internet activities more than satisfy the
minimum contacts standard .... By purposefully reaching out to the state of Illinois,
and conducting business with Illinois citizens, Defendants are on notice that they may
be subject to suit in this state.” In other words, “the exercise of personal jurisdiction
over Defendants would be reasonable in this case.”

2-10A. Jurisdiction
(Chapter 2— Pages 31–34)

A court can exercise personal jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant under the
authority of a long arm statute. First, however, it must be shown that the defendant had
sufficient minimum contacts with the jurisdiction in which the court is attempting to
assert its authority. Generally, this means that the defendant’s connection to the juris-
diction must be enough for the assertion of authority to be fair. In this case, Texas’s long
arm statute applied. The court concluded that Poverty Point had sufficient minimum
contacts with Texas based on the workers’ “recruitment in Texas for work in Louisiana”
and “their transportation from Texas to Louisiana.” The workers signed their contracts
and other employment documents in Texas. The terms of the work were revealed in
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Texas. Although the Leals had handled the “recruitment” and transportation of the
workers in Texas, the Leals had acted on Poverty Point’s behalf. They had been told “how
many workers to hire, when to hire them for, where to send them, ... what information
to include in their employment agreements,” what documents to have them sign, and
what to have them do in the field at the job site. As for the fairness of requiring Poverty
Point to appear in a Texas court,  “litigation of this case in Texas would not pose a sub-
stantial burden on Defendants. Plaintiffs, however, would be severely hampered in their
ability to pursue their claims if they are required to litigate them in Louisiana." Also,
“Texas has an interest in protecting its citizens from exploitation by nonresident em-
ployers, particularly when its citizens are the targets of recruitment for out-of-state
employment.”

2–11A. A QUESTION OF ETHICS
a. A court can generally exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant that

has had minimum contacts with the forum “necessary to have reasonably anticipated
being haled into court there.” After minimum contacts have been established, a court
can consider whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction comports with “traditional
conceptions of fair play.”

In this case, the court held that “Rosedale's representations—which were made as
part of a national campaign to induce persons, including Bragg, to visit Second Life and
purchase virtual property—constitute sufficient contacts” to support the exercise of
personal jurisdiction. The court compared these efforts to an advertising campaign that,
for example, urges viewers to call a toll-free phone number to place orders. “This in-
ducement destroys any semblance of ... passive advertising,” which might consist of
generalized product promotion that would not support an assertion of jurisdiction.

It was the interactive nature of the marketing scheme, not the Web site, on which
the court based its holding. “Rosedale's personal role was to bait the hook for potential
customers to make more interactive contact with Linden by visiting Second Life's web-
site. Rosedale's activity was designed to generate additional traffic inside Second Life.
He was the hawker sitting outside Second Life's circus tent, singing the marvels of what
was contained inside to entice customers to enter. Once inside Second Life, participants
could view virtual property, read additional materials about purchasing virtual prop-
erty, interact with other avatars who owned virtual property, and, ultimately, purchase
virtual property themselves. Significantly, participants could even interact with
Rosedale's avatar on Second Life during town hall meetings that he held on the topic of
virtual property.”

As for fairness, the court focused chiefly on the burden that would be imposed on
Rosedale to make an appearance. Rosedale did not claim that he could not afford to ap-
pear “or that he would otherwise be irreparably prejudiced by litigating” in
Pennsylvania. Rosedale had lawyers “on both coasts.” Weighed against Rosedale’s bur-
den was Pennsylvania’s interest in protecting its residents from “allegedly misleading
representations that induce them to purchase virtual property” and in vindicating their
rights.

b. Under the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), a court must compel the arbitra-
tion of a dispute if there is a valid agreement to arbitrate that covers the dispute. In this
case, the court focused primarily on the validity of the agreement.

A critical factor was the manner in which Linden presented the “Terms of
Service” (TOS). A participant was effectively told to “take it or leave it”—one who de-
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clined could not gain access to Second Life. There was no opportunity for negotiation so
that even a participant like Bragg, who was an experienced attorney, could not use his
or her skills to negotiate different terms. And there was no reasonable market alterna-
tive—Second Life was the only virtual world to recognize its participants’ rights in vir-
tual property.

As for the specific TOS, including the arbitration provision, the court emphasized
that Linden allowed itself a range of remedies to resolve disputes while limiting Bragg
and other participants to the sole remedy of arbitration. In the circumstances of this
case, Linden froze Bragg's account, kept the funds that Linden determined were subject
to dispute, and told Bragg that he could resolve the dispute only by arbitration, subject
to whatever “asymmetrical” amendment Linden might choose to impose.  Also, limiting
venue to “Linden's backyard appears to be yet one more means by which the arbitration
clause serves to shield Linden from liability instead of providing a neutral forum in
which to [resolve] disputes.” Altogether, these terms were one-sided and thus unfair.

ANSWER TO VIDEO QUESTION NO. 2–12

Jurisdiction in Cyberspace

(a)  What standard would a court apply to determine whether it has
jurisdiction over the out-of-state computer firm in the video?  A court
would apply a “sliding-scale” standard to determine if the defendants (Wizard
Internet) had sufficient minimum contacts with the state for the court to assert
jurisdiction. Generally, the courts have found that jurisdiction is proper when
there is substantial business conducted over the Internet (with contracts, sales,
and so on).  When there is some interactivity through a Web site, courts have also
sometimes held that jurisdiction is proper. Jurisdiction is not proper, however,
when there is merely passive advertising.

(b)  What factors is a court likely to consider in assessing whether suf-
ficient contacts existed when the only connection to the jurisdiction is
through a Web site?  The facts in the video indicate that there might be some in-
teractivity through Wizard Internet’s Web site. The court will likely focus on
Wizard’s Web site and determine what kinds of business it conducts over the Web
site. The court will consider whether a person could order Wizard’s products or
services via the Web site, whether the defendant entered into contracts over the
Web, and if the defendant did business with other Montana residents.

 (c)  How do you think the court would resolve the issue in this case?
Wizard Internet could argue that the site is not “interactive” because software
cannot be downloaded from the site (according to Caleb). That would be the defen-
dant’s strongest argument against jurisdiction. The court, however, would also
consider any other interactivity. The facts state that Wizard has done projects in
other states and might have clients in Montana (although Anna and Caleb cannot
remember). If Wizard does have clients in Montana who purchased software via
the Web site, the court will likely find jurisdiction is proper because the defendant
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purposefully availed itself of the privilege of acting in the forum state. Also, if
Wizard Internet regularly enters contracts to sell its software or consulting serv-
ices over the Web—which seems likely, given the type of business in which Wizard
engages—the court may hold jurisdiction is proper. If, however, Wizard simply ad-
vertises its services over the Internet and persons cannot place orders via the
Web, the court will likely hold that this PASSIVE advertising does not justify as-
serting jurisdiction.
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PREFACE

This complete answers manual entitled Answers to Questions and Case Problems and Alternate Problem
Sets with Answers is available to all adopters.  Each answer is presented in a standard format:

• Page Reference—The page number or numbers at which the point of law is discussed in the particular
chapter.

• Answers to question or problem.

In addition, for your convenience you will find the following:

• Answers to Critical Analysis Questions found at the end of In-Chapter Features
• Answers to Questions found at the ends of the Cases
• Answers to Video Questions

Also, in order to expand the number of case problems available to instructors, we have created a
set of five or more alternate case problems for each chapter.  These alternate case problems, along
with their answers, are included at the end of this answers manual.

This manual is also available as part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

The Remainder of the Business Law
Teaching/Learning System

Supplements for Instructors

PRINTED MATERIALS

Instructor’s Manual

This Instructor's Manual has the following format:

• An introductory section, which highlights the main concepts and importance of the law covered in the
chapter.

• A detailed, explanatory outline of the chapter contents, which is keyed closely to the text.
• Synopses of all cases, often accompanied by additional notes and comments, as well as questions to

ask in class and suggested answers to these questions.
• Answers to all of the critical analysis questions following the features and cases.
• Additional background on significant persons, statutes, and especially Restatements  that are men-

tioned or referred to within the text.
• Additional cases on relevant points of law.
• Lecture enhancement suggestions.
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• Suggested answers to all video questions.
• Teaching suggestions, including points to be stressed, hypothetical questions to elicit class discussion,

and discussion questions keyed closely to the text and based on information contained within the text.
• Suggested activities and research assignments.
• Explanations of selected footnotes.  Cases, statutes, and other references cited in footnotes of the chap-

ter are briefly summarized or explained so that the relationship between the footnote and the text is
clear.

• Answers to essay questions in Study Guide to Accompany Business Law , Eleventh Edition, by
Hollowell & Miller.

This manual is also available as part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

Comprehensive Test Bank A and Test Bank B  

To ensure consistency between the teaching materials and the text, one of the authors, Roger LeRoy
Miller, has co-written two test banks, Test Bank A and Test Bank B, with William Eric Hollowell.  Each
test bank has approximately 1,040 multiple-choice questions with answers, over 1,040 true-false
questions with answers, and two essay questions with answers.  These questions are available in book
form or, as discussed below, as software.

These test banks are also available as part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

Instructor's Manuals for the Drama of the Law I & II

John Jay Osborn, Jr. and text-author Roger LeRoy Miller have prepared two unique 100-page
Instructor's Manuals for the Drama of the Law video series.  For each topic, there is a complete shooting
script of the video with underlined and numbered sections.  In the pages that follow each script there is
the following:  

• A lead-in question for your students
• One to fifteen points showing the legal implications of selected excerpts
• An answer to the lead-in question

These manuals are also available as part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

SOFTWARE AND MULTIMEDIA

Software and multimedia supplements represent an important part of Business Law teaching/learning
package.  We offer adopters and students a wide variety of software supplements.

Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD)

Included on this CD-ROM are the following supplements: Instructor’s Manual; Answers Manual; Test
Bank A; Test Bank B; Case-Problem Cases; Case Printouts; Lecture Outline System; PowerPoint slides;
ExamView; Instructor’s Manuals for the Drama of the Law video series; Online Legal Research Guide;
Handbook of Landmark Cases and Statutes in Business Law and the Legal Environment; Handbook of
Critical Thinking and Writing in Business Law and the Legal Environment; and Guide to Personal Law.
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ExamView® Pro

The ExamView® Pro is program that enables instructors to quickly and easily create tests, enter their
own questions, and customize the appearance of the tests they create.  The program has the following
features:

• Add or edit questions, instructions, and answers.
• Select questions by previewing the question on the screen.
• Let the system select questions randomly.
• Select questions by criteria.
• The ability to import and export graphs
• Formatting options, such as borders, fonts, styles, etc.
• Set up the page layout for tests.
• Print tests in a variety of formats.
• The ability to link groups of questions to common narratives.
• Online and Internet testing capabilities.
• Password protection.

This program is also available as part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

WESTLAW

WESTLAW, the premiere computerized legal-research system, is renowned for its ability to help law pro-
fessors, law students, attorneys, and paralegals do research in the law.  Qualified adopters of Business
Law are allowed free hours of WESTLAW.  Contact your South-Wesern/Cengage sales representative for
more details.

Transparency Masters  

The supplements package contains over 100 transparency acetates—many in full color—for overhead
projection in the classroom.  Included in this package are key actual business forms

Lecture Outline System

The entire system can be projected by your computer using PowerPoint. This is available as part of the
Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

PowerPoint Slides

They provide outlines of topics discussed in each chapter.  These slides are available either online or as
part of the Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM (IRCD).

VIDEOS

No introductory business law text would be complete without supplemental visual materials.  We are proud
of our extensive videocassette library that is available for adopters of Business Law , Eleventh Edition.
These instructional videos can help you in the teaching of business law in a variety of areas, including ethics
and social responsibility, employment law, and others.  
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Some of these videos include Court TV  and the Drama of the Law videos.  For further information on video
supplements, go to academic.cengage.com/blaw/clarkson, then click on “Instructor Resources,” and then
click on “Video Library.”

Supplements for Students

PRINTED MATERIALS

Study Guide

This valuable learning tool is entitled Study Guide to Accompany Business Law by Hollowell & Miller.
This study guide contains a chapter-by-chapter review of Business Law.  The chapter-by-chapter review
offers the following for each chapter of the text:

• Brief chapter introduction.
• Chapter outline.
• True-false questions.
• Fill-in questions.
• Multiple-choice questions.
• Short essay problems (with answers in the Instructor's Manual).
• Issue spotters.
• Answers to all questions and issue spotters are found in a separate appendix at the end of the Study

Guide.  

In addition, at the end of each chapter you will find Special Information for CPA Candidates that
will help your students prepare for the CPA exam in business law.

SOFTWARE AND MULTIMEDIA

CengageNOW:  Interactive Assignment System

The CengageNOW:  Interactive Assignments is an online, automatically graded assignment program.
For each of the fifty-two chapters in this text, we have devised different categories of multiple-choice
questions that stress different aspects of learning the chapter materials.  

1. Chapter Review Questions—The first set of ten to fifteen questions reviews the basic concepts and
principles discussed in the chapter.  These questions often include questions based on the cases
presented in the text.

2. Brief Hypotheticals—The next group of seven to ten questions emphasizes spotting the issue and
rule of law in the context of a short factual scenario.  

3. Legal Reasoning—The third category includes five questions that require students to analyze the
factual situation provided and apply the rules of law discussed in the chapter to arrive at an answer.  

4. IRAC Case Analysis—The final set of four questions for each chapter requires students to perform
all the basic elements of legal reasoning (identify the issue, determine the rule of law, apply the rule
to the facts presented, and arrive at a conclusion).  These questions are based on the Extended Case
excerpts that appear in each chapter.

5. Application and Analysis—The final set of four questions for each chapter is new and is linked to
the Reviewing features (discussed previously) that appear in every chapter of the text.  The student
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is required to read through the hypothetical scenario, analyze the facts presented, identify the issues
in dispute, and apply the rules discussed in the chapter to answer the questions.

6. Essay Questions—In addition to the multiple-choice questions available on CengageNOW, we now
also provide essay questions that allow students to compose and submit essays online.  Students’
essays are automatically recorded to the grade book, which permits instructors to quickly and easily
evaluate the essays and record grades.    

7. Video Questions— CengageNOW also now includes links to the Digital Video Library for Business
Law so that students can access and view the video clips and answer questions related to the topics
in the chapter.

8. Cumulative Questions for Each Unit—In addition to the questions relating to each chapter, the
CengageNOW:  Online Assignments provides a set of cumulative questions, entitled “Synthesizing
Legal Concepts,” for each of the eleven units in the text.

9. Additional Advantages of CengageNOW—Instructors can utilize the NOW system to upload their
course syllabi, create and customize the assignments, keep track of their students’ progress,
communicate with their students about assignments and due dates, and create reports summarizing
the data for an individual student or for the whole class.

WebTutor Advantage and WebTutor Toolbox

This content-rich, Web-based teaching and learning tool helps students succeed by taking the course be-
yond classroom boundaries to an anywhere, anytime environment.  WebTutor is rich with study and
mastery tools, communication tools, and course content.  You can use WebTutor to provide virtual office
hours, post your syllabi, set up threaded discussions, track student progress with the quizzing
materials, and more.  

Business Law Home Page

A variety of Web-based study materials can be found at:

academic.cengage.com/blaw/clarkson

Digital Video Library

For this edition of Business Law we have added special new Video Questions at the ends of selected
c h a p t e r s .  Each of these questions directs students to the text’s Web site (at
academic.cengage.com/blaw/dvl.) to view a video relevant to a topic covered in the chapter.  This in-
struction is followed by a series of questions based on the video.  The questions are again repeated on the
Web site, when the student accesses the video.  An access code for the videos can be packaged with each
new copy of this textbook for no additional charge.  (Students who purchase used books may buy access
to the digital video library at academic.cengage.com/blaw/dvl.)

These videos can be used as homework assignments, discussion starters, or classroom demonstra-
tions.  By watching a video and answering the questions, students will gain an understanding of how the
legal concepts they have studied in the chapter apply to the real-life situation portrayed in the video.
Suggested answers for all of the video questions are given in both the Instructor’s Manual and
the Answer’s Manual that accompany this text.  The videos are part of the Digital Video Library, a
compendium of fifty-two video scenarios and explanations.
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